
LOGISTICS AND OPERATIONS
Cambridge leverages our extensive global network and highly skilled team to efficiently deploy solutions, personnel, and 
materials to support capacity building worldwide. We have proven worldwide expertise in every level of logistics: tactical, 
strategic, and operational. Our expeditionary spirit and mature logistics, procurement, and management practices allow us to 
deliver the full spectrum of capabilities that security cooperation endeavors demand in a timely and cost-effective manner. We 
ensure that you have the right information, resources, and personnel at the right times and in the right locations by anticipating 
changing requirements, planning contingencies, and quickly adapting when confronted with complex obstacles.
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International Logistics Management

Reliable, safe, and efficient logistics management is critical to effective 
operations. Knowing that material is properly procured, identified, stored, 
packaged, shipped, and received without any breach in the integrity of the care 
and custody chain is paramount. This is even more acute when working 
internationally. Cambridge is providing this critical service to a U.S. federal 
customer whose requirements include the safe, secure, and timely distribution 
of specialized technology components across three continents.

In support of this customer, Cambridge operates a private 20,000 square foot 
logistics center providing full-scale asset management. Operations include 
handling and processing as well as logistics support for inbound and outbound 
shipments of communications, surveillance, and intelligence assets. 
Cambridge supports those shipments through inventory management, packaging, and shipment coordination with contract 
carriers and delivery tracking.

Global Logistics Management
Cambridge deploys mature logistics, procurement, and management practices that allow you to recognize cost and time 
efficiencies. Our team provides a full range of logistics management services including receipt, warehousing, inventory 
management, packaging, shipment, disposal, and integration. We ensure that you have the right materials and personnel at the 
right times and in the right locations by identifying and implementing process improvements and risk mitigation strategies. To 
achieve timeliness and accuracy across all systems and components, we ensure that operations are defined, repeatable, 
efficient, continuously monitored, and measured in accordance with the highest safety standards.

Services
· End-to-end supply chain management
· Integrated product support planning
· Export and ITAR compliance
· Acquisition and procurement management
· Worldwide sustainment of fielded systems
· Warranty management
· Inventory and warehouse management
· Secure storage and property management
· Automated inventory management
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Narcotics Mission Support and Training

Integrated technical, operational, and training mission support services are 
required to ensure continuous operations and counter narcotics mission 
success. Cambridge works with our customers to provide local narcotics police 
personnel with specialized training in the doctrine and tactics of 
narcotics-interdiction operations. Cambridge’s mobile training team, which 
includes U.S. personnel and local nationals with many years of law 
enforcement experience, provides classroom and infield training that integrates 
local area-specific criminal justice compliance requirements with current U.S. 
doctrine for detection, search, and seizure of narcotics.

In support of one of our Latin American partner nation customers, Cambridge 
has trained over 3,000 students from more than 50 law enforcement agencies. 
The training emphasizes safe, ethical, and effective conduct of narcotics-interdiction operations including instruction in 
human rights, force continuum, and reporting skills. Reinforcement of training is applied through daily verbal and practical 
quizzes, mock scenes, and a final infield exercise. The infield experience is essentially on-the-job training, as students 
attend actual drug seizures and observe live application of the techniques taught in the classroom. Upon completion of 
training, a student wrote to his Cambridge instructor saying, “I would like to thank you for the knowledge taught in the 
course… the fruits have started to be harvested in the weeks following the course, we arrested nine people and seized over 
20 kilos of cocaine.”

Security Cooperation Mission Support
Cambridge leverages our experience as a tip-of-the spear, forward-operating company to provide a broad portfolio of integrated 
technical, operational, and training services in support of Building Partner Capacity (BPC) missions. Our highly skilled personnel 
are qualified and ready to work side-by-side with you and our international partners to ensure continuous operations, manage 
and modernize existing systems, and provide mission training support. Whether analyzing requirements, plans, funding, or 
activities for engagement with our allies, we offer all the support elements to help you ensure mission success. We have 
independently sustained and operated terrestrial communication sites as large as 400 acres while ensuring environmental 
compliance.

Services
· Base, facilities, and systems operations support
· Building Partner Capacity (BPC)
· Contingency Operations and Planning
· Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief support
· Mission support training
· PN support and sustainment
· Technical equipment support services
· Turnkey solutions
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